Homebound
Publications
Ensuring the mainstream isn’t the only stream.
Our Mission: Founded in Connecticut in 2011 by Leslie M. Browning, Homebound Publications is
one of the rising independent publishers in the country. Collectively through our imprints, we publish
between fifteen to twenty books each year, we have almost seventy-five titles distributed worldwide. Over
the years, our authors have received countless awards including: Foreword Review Book of the Year,
Nautilus Book Award, Benjamin Franklin Book Awards, and Saltire Literary Awards. Highly-respected
among bookstores, readers, and authors alike, Homebound Publications has a proven devotion to quality,
originality, and integrity.
Homebound Publications is a small press with big ideas. As an independent publisher we strive to ensure
that the mainstream is not the only stream. It is our intention to preserve contemplative storytelling. In
this throwaway-culture where we buy a book in the supermarket, read it over the weekend, and then toss
it, we publish books that you will have on your nightstand for a few years and return to again and again—
books that nourish your mind and soul.
What’s in a Name? Homebound Publications’ name is derived from the idea of homecoming and the
individual’s journey to find a place of belonging. Our name Homebound is meant as “bound for home”
echoing the Herman Melville quote, “Life’s a voyage that’s homeward bound.”
Our Environmental Responsibility: Homebound Publications greatly values the natural environment
and invests in environmental conservation. Our books are printed on paper with chain of custody
certification from the Forest Stewardship Council, Sustainable Forestry Initiative, and the Program for
the Endorsement of Forest Certification. In addition, each year Homebound Publications donates 1% of
our net profit to a humanitarian or ecological charity.

Look for our titles in hardcover, paperback, ebook (Kindle, Nook) and audiobook.

Award-winning Publisher Since 2011
www.homeboundpublications.com

an imprint of Homebound Publications
Our Mission: Hiraeth Press has been publishing since 2006 with a focus on environmental literature.
We primarily publish nonfiction books exploring themes of conservation, rewilding, place-based narratives,
natural history, and contemplative ecology. We accept submissions that range from meditations on nature to
well-researched yet accessible nonfiction titles. Broadly, we are interested in books that bring together science
and poetry, bridging the gap between knowing the earth and knowing the self.
Poetry is the language of the earth. In this, we include not only written poems but the slow flap of a heron’s
wings across the sky and the lightning of its beak hunting in the shallow water, autumn leaves, and the
smooth course of water over stones and gravel. This earth-poetry communicates the being and meaning of
things. We strive in all we do to produce works that are as evocative and poetic as the wild.
What’s in a name? The Welsh word hiraeth (pronounced here-eyeth) encapsulates the spirit by which we
strive and that the books we publish hope to inspire. A direct translation of the word might be something
like an intense longing for one’s homeland. Here at Hiraeth Press we believe that our collective human
homeland is the still-wild places of the earth. We are passionate about poetry as a means of returning the
human voice to the chorus of the wild.
Our Environmental Responsibility: Hiraeth Press greatly values the natural environment and invests in
environmental conservation. Our books are printed on paper with chain of custody certification from the
Forest Stewardship Council, Sustainable Forestry Initiative, and the Program for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification. In addition, each year Hiraeth Press donates 1% of our net profit to an ecological charity.

Look for our titles in paperback and Kindle.

Award-winning Publisher Since 2006
www.hiraethpress.com

About Us: Owl House Books is an imprint of Homebound Publications specializing in literature
that can be appreciated by all ages. Myth has haunted and shaped us since the dawn of language,
giving wing and fleshy form to the archetypes of our imagination. As our past was spent around the
fire listening to myths and the sounds of the night, so were our childhoods spent getting lost in the
tangled branches of fables. Through our titles, we hope to return to these storytelling roots.
What’s in a Name? Owls are the archetypal wisdom-bearers in fables. As the messenger of guidance,
myth and wisdom, the character of the owl is an embodiment of what we hope to achieve through
our library.
Environmental Sensibilities: Owl House Books greatly values the natural environment and
invests in environmental conservation. We are ever-mindful of our “carbon footprint”. Our books
are printed on paper with chain of custody certification from the Forest Stewardship Council,
Sustainable Forestry Initiative, and the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification. We
also recognize that these certifications are imperfect at best and, wherever possible, better and more
responsible choices will always be made. We want to be on the forefront of a dialog about what the
publishing industry will look like in an ecologically sustainable future.

Look for our titles in hardcover, paperback, ebook (Kindle, Nook) and audiobook.

Publishing Children’s Literature Since 2014
www.owlhousebooks.com

THE

WAYFARER
Reimagining the Possible • Charting the Way for Change
The Wayfarer is the literary magazine of Homebound Publications.
It was founded in 2012 and current boasts a readership of over 5,000.
A wayfarer is a wanderer whose ability to re-imagine the possible provides the compass bearings for those on
their way. The Wayfarer’s mission is to chart the way for change by building and empowering a community
of contemplative voices. We seek to release a publication that builds and empowers a community of
contemplative voices and serves as an agent for cultural transformation.
The Wayfarer is the literary magazine of Homebound Publications. The journal is released biannually every
spring and autumn. We publish a high-quality journal of literature and art that inspires and points the way
for visionary-yet-practical change. In each issue, we feature writing, original art and photography. We explore
the spiritual progression we are currently experiencing as individuals and a global community.
www.thewayfarer.homeboundpublications.com

Information for Retailers
All our titles are distributed by Ingram and Publisher-direct
Ingram Discount Offered Varies Between 20%–50% • Returnablity Varies As Well
Publisher-direct Discount Offered: 40% - 50% • NET120 • Returnable for 120 Days
Free delivery on orders over 12 copies (Titles can be mixed and matched)
Publisher is not responsible for return shipping.
In addition to paperback and ebook, many Homebound Publications titles are available in audiobook.
Look for our titles on Amazon, Audible, and iTunes.

Free press kits and posters are available upon request.
Contact our Order Office and sign-up for our ARC Mailing
to receive advance copies of our forthcoming titles.

Contacts
Mailing: Postal Box 1442, Pawcatuck Connecticut 06379-1442
Office Phone: 860.574.5847 | Monday–Friday 9am–5pm
Homebound Publications

Hiraeth Press

Founder & Publisher L.M. Browning
lmbrowning@homeboundpublications.com

Founder & Publisher Jason Kirkey
jkirkey@hiraethpress.com

General Info
info@homeboundpublications.com

General Info
info@hiraethpress.com

Homebound Publications Order Office
orders@Homeboundpublications.com

Hiraeth Press Order Office
orders@Hiraethpress.com

Arrange an Event
events@homeboundpublications.com

Arrange an Event
info@hiraethpress.com

The Wayfarer
thewayfarer@homeboundpublications.com

Written River Anthology
writtenriver@hiraethpress.com
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